Repository - Bug #2136
New install, publish document...
12/10/2010 20:48 - Ludwig Theunis

Status:

Bug resolved

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

Sven Vanpoucke

% Done:
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Category:
Target version:

1.0.0

Complexity:

Normal

12/10/2010

Description
To notice this very strange bug you'll have to follow my guidelines very closely. This is because this bug happens only after a new
installation when you start using the platform. After some playing around the bug is disappeared.
This is what you have to do to see the error message.
After the installation: login with admin, go directly to education>courses.
You'll get to see the courses that are added with the installation.
You select a course: for example International Week 2011
In the course you go directly to the Document tool.
In the document tool you click Publish in the actionbar. Et voila a fatal error message occurs:
'*Fatal error: Call to undefined method WeblcmsManagerCourseViewerComponent::set_right() in
/home/.../application/lib/weblcms/tool/document/component/publisher.class.php on line 16*'
The strange thing now is when you press the 'Refresh browser' (F5) about 5 times, the error disappears....
Same thing: when you do some other stuff on the platform after a new installation before hitting the publish button in the document
tool, you will never see this error....
So I was very (un)lucky to see this one..... ;-)
I'm going to try to find out why this is happening, I think it has something to do with tracking...
History
#1 - 12/10/2010 21:06 - Ludwig Theunis
Owkay found it.... ;-)
So it has something to do with a tracker. I watched the tracker table and found that tracking_visit_tracker has a new record for every click, or refresh.
When there are more then 10 records in this table the bug disappears, id=11.
When I delete the rows in this table, and I set the auto increment back to 1. The bug re-appears...
So for some reason the id of the tracking_visit_tracker has to be bigger then 10 to publish a document in the document module of the course....
#2 - 13/10/2010 08:39 - Sven Vanpoucke
We have found this bug yesterday as well. The function set_right does not exist anymore and should be deleted from that file. Good find though!
#3 - 13/10/2010 10:41 - Sven Vanpoucke
- Status changed from New to Needs testing
- Assignee set to Sven Vanpoucke
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Fixed the set right bug in
http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=6eb070e5038aed8f6736583da20836b502b37d4f&repo=chamilo
#4 - 25/01/2011 11:08 - Stefaan Vanbillemont
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
#5 - 01/04/2011 14:54 - Stefaan Vanbillemont
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- Project changed from Chamilo LCMS Connect to Repository
- Category deleted (4)
#6 - 14/04/2011 13:43 - Stefaan Vanbillemont
- Target version changed from 18 to 1.0.0
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